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LSD - Calibration.   from. 214 onto 330

+++ 60µg 2/20/78 6:45AM=[0:00][0:30] micro alert [0:50] LSD-like devel. - little
    window- easy erot. to [1:10] to a ++ LSD Carissa called (OK) VG called ~ not OK
    to [1:30] at ++ LSD - no window. [2:05] Depersonalization - at +++ LSD. I wish
    Ted were gone,  no surprises - how can I pretend to be O.K. read? -∴
    pretend to think? have script of chapter in front of me. [2:15] driving would
    be mad - not for intox (window) but for unreal ++ or +++. Depersonalization is
    extreme. [7:30] at plateau. To double the drug now, no! Only [with] someone I
    could totally trust my body to, and to understand my curiosity. I could not do
    it alone. My guide must: (1) understand my want, and (2) be trusted. Colin
    1+, 2-, Neil 1-, 2+ Benita ++. At - [3:00] still plateau: analytically I am
    worthless; conceptually, I am OK but scattered. I want to let go, but cannot
    alone. [4:00] Sacto by car - careful. [5:00] still spacey but pretty much OK.
    [6:00] largely out. [8:00] completely out. Overall, as LSD +++, but not the
    magic of exploitation studies [with] their super-windows.

++  60µg 4/30/78 12:00=[0:00] ATS 60µg NT 40µg CT 30µg & [1:00] +10->Σ40µg. [1:00]
    developing - [2:00] at ++ - NT also ++ CT + coming on. to [4:00] steady ++ CT
    lots-of window CR some dereality. drop to [6:00] 7:00 largely out. beautiful
    day. ++

++  100µg 8/30/78 ~1:30=[0:00] ATS AG, TG - for control base-line. Alert ~[0:30]
    for AG, TG [0:40] ATS up to characteristic LSD ++ or sl. more (window,
    unreal;=) [4:30] 1st drop. Eat modestly but heartily at ~[8:00] - all at or
    above ++ - none of the MDPR augmentation.

++  60µg 9/14/78 ~11:30=[0:00] QS 60µg proper chron - gem & stone collection -
    horseback - QS - frightening reality loss, recovered [with] "peaches" - spont
    tears to flute music - largely out at [7:00] - extremely well received - we ++
    at most, she ++ or more

++  100µg 2/3/79 ~11:00=[0:00] AG, TG 100 each. subtle development [0:30] to
    ~[1:30]. excellent plateau - no reality loss. ~ but less than full aleph-4. TG
    [with] some concern on rapidity of development at [0:30-1:00] - then excellent.
    Very gentle taper off from [4:00] until [12:00]. AG into next day excellent.
    overall ++.

+++ 60µg 4/26/79 night experiment (~11PM; Benita initially 30, ATS 40). Bath,
    little effects. both +20µg at ~[1:30] - develop to intense interaction - sexual
    play excellent, then Benita->cat. Then on, my BS, Benita, vivid simultaneous
    living of a dozen roles, each [with] me at a crucial role - intense interaction
    - fear (BM) of fixed mad state - vivid. ++++ for her [with] the impact of
    living roles - pointless laughter - intense grief. dawn [~7:00] gives some
    recovery to bed [with] eat. strange unreality next day. I see Benita's face on
    metallic hinges Probably a breakthrough, certainly overwhelming for Benita
    Completion of cycle.


